Entanglement of light and matter is an essential resource for effective quantum engineering. In particular, collective states of atomic ensembles are robust against decoherence while preserving the possibility of strong interaction with quantum states of light. While previous approaches to continousvariable quantum interfaces relied on quadratures of light, here we present an approach based on spatial structure of light-atom entanglement. We create and characterize a 12-dimensional entangled state exhibiting quantum correlations between a photon and an atomic ensemble in position and momentum bases. [7, 13, 14] , four-wave mixing [10] and recently spin-quadratures of a degenerate quantum gas [15] . Original EPR proposal with true positions and momenta was realized with photons obtained in spontaneous parametric down-conversion [16] [17] [18] [19] and spontaneous four-wave mixing [20] , initiating the trend to explore spatial structure of entangled states of light.
With the rapid development of spatially-resolving singlephoton detectors, spatially structured multidimensional entangled states start to play a key role in modern quantum science. In particular, they find extensive applications in emerging fields such as quantum imaging [1, 2] , holography [3] , computation [4] or quantum-enhanced metrology [5] . Moreover, spatiallymultiplexed schemes hold a promise to increase the capacity of quantum channels, essential for quantum key distribution [6] . An appealing perspective is to apply these ideas to light-atom interfaces, that are capable of storing and processing continousvariable (CV) entanglement [7] , critical for novel quantum cryptography [8] , computation [9] and imaging [10] schemes.
The foundations for these modern ideas have been laid down by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [11] in their famous Gedankenexperiment that was designed to prove the quantum theory is incomplete. They considered an entangled state of two particles with perfectly correlated positions and anti-correlated momenta. Such a state exhibits an apparent paradox, namely the product of conditional variances of positions and momenta violate the Heisenberg inequality ∆x∆p x ≥h/2, suggesting the failure of local realism. In contrast to what EPR predicted, an experiment conducted with spin-entangled states [12] demonstrated nonlocal features of quantum mechanics. Later came the demonstrations of the EPR paradox with CV entangled systems, namely quadratures of light in optical parametric oscillators [7, 13, 14] , four-wave mixing [10] and recently spin-quadratures of a degenerate quantum gas [15] . Original EPR proposal with true positions and momenta was realized with photons obtained in spontaneous parametric down-conversion [16] [17] [18] [19] and spontaneous four-wave mixing [20] , initiating the trend to explore spatial structure of entangled states of light.
Here we generate a hybrid bipartite entangled state of a photon and an atomic spin-wave excitation and demonstrate the EPR paradox with position and momenta of two different entities. We verify the entanglement by measuring the coincidence patterns corresponding to modulus-squared spatial wavefunctions of the state. By studying temporal evolution and decoherence we find that the EPR entanglement may be stored for several microseconds, which greatly outstrips the previous approach based on quadratures of squeezed light and a slow-light medium [10] . Spatial entanglement gives a promise to enhance the capacity of quantum memories [21] [22] [23] [24] and repeater protocols derived from the Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ) scheme [25] .
The hybrid entangled state is prepared via a two-mode squeezing Raman interaction, depicted in Fig. 1 , which creates pairs of Stokes photons and spin-wave excitations with anti-correlated momenta. A single spin-wave excitation with momentum P = (P x , P y ) is defined as the state of N atoms created by acting with theb † P operator on the spin-wave vacuum:
where R j is the position of j-th atom and |g , |h are the two metastable states defined in Fig. 1(d) . For low probability amplitude of entangled pair generation ( 1) we approximate the spatial structure of the momentum anti-correlated squeezed state by |00 + dp dPΨ(p, P)â † pb † P |00 , whereâ † p is the creation operator for photon with momentum p = (p x , p y ), with the unnormalized Gaussian-shaped wavefunction [18] : 
in a complete analogy to the biphoton wavefunction. By Fouriertransforming the wavefunction we obtain a position representation of the state [17, 18] :
and find that the position of photons r = (x, y) and spin-wave excitations R = (X, Y) are correlated, where σ 2 ± = ∆ 2 |r ± R| . To witness the EPR paradox, we consider the variances of composite variables, namely sum of momenta (p x + P x ) and difference of positions (x − X) from the wavefunctions definitions given by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. As derived by Reid [ 26, 27] , the EPR paradox occurs if the following inequality is satisfied:
However, if the above product is larger thanh 2 /4, the bipartite state may still be entangled. The condition for inseparability is given by ∆ 2 (x − X) ∆ 2 (p x + P x ) <h 2 , as proved by Mancini et al. [28] . Therefore, we may distinguish three different regimes: the classical separable regime, the EPR paradox regime, and the intermediate regime where the correlations, although of quantum origin, may not be strong enough to demonstrate the EPR paradox but only inseparability of the state.
We now consider the material spin-wave component of the entangled state. While the photon is sent through a free-space channel at a long distance, decoherence of the spin-wave excitation occurs. Through decoherence, a spin wave is lost and the atomic state returns to the spin-wave vacuum. The rate of this transition is given by D|P| 2 /h 2 , where D is the diffusion coefficient of atoms. As a consequence, the wavefunction from 1 for derivation) . Additionally, the position and momentum variances are changed so that the dimension of entanglement [17] , defined for delay time τ = 0 as D = ( σ +/σ − ) 2 drops. Simultaneously the product of variances, essential to witness the EPR paradox, initially rises linearly in time as ∆ 2 |r − R| ∆ 2 |p + P| ≈h 2 (σ 2 − + Dτ)/σ 2 + . As far as the maximum dimension of entanglement is concerned, we consider the initial σ 2 ± variances. Due to decoherence during the generation and detection operations, which take a finite total amount of time T to perform, the initial σ 2 − variance is lowerbounded by roughly the mean-squared atomic displacement DT. On the other hand, the σ 2 + variance is upper-bounded by the squared waist radius of the driving beam.
In the experiment we use a 10-cm-long quantum memory vacuum cell containing N ≈ 10 12 warm (75 • C) rubidium-87 atoms and krypton at 1 Torr as a buffer gas to make the atomic motion diffusive. The entanglement is generated by the driving beam illuminating the ensemble of atoms previously prepared in the |g state (5 2 S 1/2 , F = 1) by optical pumping, which constitutes a spin-wave vacuum. We conduct the experiment in the spontaneous regime with 0.05 pairs on average generated per single spatial mode in each realization of the experiment, with no amplification due to build-up of spin-waves. To detect the atomic spin-wave stored inside atomic ensemble we use stimulated Raman interaction. By sending driving pulse from another laser after an arbitrary delay time τ, as seen in Fig. 1(d) , we perform an on-demand conversion of a single atomic spin-wave excitation with momentum P to an anti-Stokes photon with momentum determined by the phase-matching condition [29] . All scattered photons are first separated from the driving lasers light and stray fluorescence using a three-stage filtering system and finally registered using state-of-the-art single-photon sensitive camera with image intensifier (I-sCMOS) [3] , situated in the near or the far field which corresponds to the measurement of (r, R) or (p, P) observables, respectively. These two imaging configurations are selectable using flip mirrors (see Section S1 of Supplement 1 for more experimental details).
In Fig. 2 we present measured bidimensional coincidence maps corresponding to the modulus-squared wavefunction integrated over the perpendicular direction. We consider all pairs of registered photons from the two regions of interest of the camera, mark their positions in the joint statistics map and at the end subtract the background of accidental coincidences (see Section S2 of Supplement 1 for details on how the data is processed). The coincidence maps clearly demonstrate correlations in positions and at the same time anti-correlations in momenta, as expected from the EPR state. After a certain delay time, the expected effect of diffusional decoherence, apart from the drop of signal-to-noise ratio, is expansion, or blurring of the coincidence pattern in the position space. Simultaneously, we observe the shrinkage of the far-field pattern, corresponding to the decay of high momentum spin-waves, in accordance with the Fouriertransform principle. In turn, the dimension of entanglement D decreases.
To quantify the entanglement of the generated EPR state we use the criterion given by Eq. (4). Similarly as in Fig. 2 , we consider the distributions of all registered pairs and subtract the accidental coincidences. The results presented in Fig. 3 are narrow two-dimensional peaks at zero coordinates for sum of momenta and difference of positions (see Section S2 of Supplement 1 for cross sections). The width of the peak allows us to estimate the degree of violation of EPR criterion [Eq. (4)] as well as the amount of entanglement in the system. We find slightly different σ 2 ± variances for the x and y-dimensions, which is due to particular arrangement of the experimental setup. Consequently, stronger degree of entanglement is witnessed in the y-dimension where we observe the EPR paradox until 9 µs delay time. For the full two-dimensional coincidence distributions, we average the variances of two-dimensional variables (r, R) and (p, P) for the total position and momentum [30] . Finally, for the shortest delay time of τ = 250 ns we obtain the results presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . The model of decoherence with predicted linear rise of the product of variances fits well to our experimental data, as presented in Fig. 3(d) (see Section S3 of Supplement 1 for derivation). In particular, after 6 µs delay time the dimension of entanglement D drops so that we are no longer able to certify the EPR paradox, although the joint state is still inseparable. Notably, even though the net storage efficiency drops rapidly with time as high-momentum spin-waves are lost, we observe that our hybrid bipartite system is still non-classically correlated in positions and momenta.
In conclusion, we demonstrate generation and characterization of a hybrid entangled state of light and matter exhibiting EPR correlations in real space of continuous position-momentum variables, as in the original EPR proposal. As far as the EPR entanglement is concerned, our approach turns out to be by far more robust than the only hitherto performed experiment where time-delayed EPR correlations were demonstrated [10] . We achieve two orders of magnitude longer delay time using quantum memory setup and significantly stronger violation of EPR inequality [Eq. (4)], with product of variances 3 times below the EPR bound for the full two-dimensional coincidence distribution. Our discussion of contributing experimental factors gives prospects to further increase the dimension of entanglement.
The spatially-multimode structure of CV entanglement we generate is essential in terms of quantum information processing and communication, in particular it may provide significant enhancement for the DLCZ protocol [25] or improvement of photon sources [29] . Temporally-multimode solutions [31, 32] available in very similar systems ask for the connection with spatial multiplexing and polarization degree of freedom to enable demonstrations of multimode hyperentanglement [24, 33] or EPR entanglement with more than two parties [34, 35] . The possibility to manipulate the stored atomic state opens new avenues in the vivid topic of EPR-steering [36] , thus providing ways to perform novel tests of the quantum theory. 
